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guil"ry, Jean Guillaume observed that "in order to under$tand the French
gallery one should not think fir$t of the Galerie Frangois I* (Fig. r, pl. XIV,
p. LXIV) and the Galerie des Glaces (Fig. z, pL Xry p. LXIV), nor should one
believe that the two had similar fun&ions."1 Guillaume pointed out that not only
were both galleries exceptional and, therefore, not representative of the majority

of galleries built in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but also that their
locations within their reQeCtive royal apartments charaCterized them as radically
different dpaces with regard to ceremonial, accessibility, and use. Whereas the
Galerie des Glaces preceded lhe chambre du roi (the king's bedchamber) and
was largely accessible to courtiers and visitors, the Galerie FranEois I"'was
located after the bedchamber, in an area of the apartment where access was far
more limited. Using a terminological anachronism, Guillaume called the latter a
"private" gallery and the former a "public" one.
The concern with fundtion has both revived and radically changed the literature
on the early modern gallery in recent decades. Galleries had traditionally attra&ed

the attention of art hi$torians for the ae$thetic qualities of their decorative
schemes, but recent scholarship has moftly been concerned with their dpatial
chara&eri{tics (e.g., location, use, accessibility) and with the analysis of the
social and political significance of the artworks they housed (e.g., the Staging and
development of ceremonial, the crafting and broadca$ting of a particular image of
power). This shift has generated a variety of new ftudies that are cross-disciplinary
in nature and cross-European in focus. Since Wolfram Prinz's pioneering Die
Ent{tehung der Galerie in Frankreich und ltalien (rszo) the literature has grown

to prodigious size.2
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Yet the hi$tory of the French royal gallery is Still largely lacunose. The vaft majority of Studies
exploring the relationships between Space, social dtruCtures, and architeCtural and decorative
features in early modern France have focused on the Valois court and on Versailles, thus the
panorama of galleries dating from the r58os to the r68os is ftill uncharted territory. The queStions

Guillaume's article raises concerning the shifts in funCtion and content that royal galleries
underwent between the time of the Galerie Franqois I.'and that of the Galerie des Glaces are as
relevant today as they were two decades ago.
The reign of Henry IV offers an excellent Starting point for mapping this territory. As Monique

Chatenet has shown, some of the features of Louis XIV's ceremonial originated in the time of
Henry IV; thus, his residences might offer a link between the early and late seventeenth century
with regard to the di$tribution of royal apartments.3 Also, Henry IV was a passionate patron of
archite&ure who had a particular penchant for galleries, and the {paces built during his reign
provide for a number of case Studies.
Henry IV chose a policy of consolidation, rather than expansiory ofthe Crown's traditional seats of
power, and he did not add any new residences to the royal domain. Indtead, he had many exi$ting
edifices enlarged, re$tored, and refurbished. In the process, one or more galleries were added to

Louwe (rs9+-rsgs, Fig. r, pl.XfV, p. LXV) involved the extension
of the chateau and its conneCtion to the Tuileries Palace through the Petite Galerie (or Galerie des
I1lu3lres, a) and the Grande Galerie (b).4 lt Fontainebleau, three new galleries were built around
the Jardin de la Reine (orJardin de Diane, Fig. +): the Galerie de Chevreuils in the we$t wing
(a) and the superimposed Galerie des Cerfs and Galerie de la Reine in the ea$t wing (b and c),
each. The Grand Dessein for the

northwing (d).s at Saint-Germain-en-Laye, the original design ofthe
M and two galleries overlooking the gardens were added
to the royal apartments (Fig. s, a andb).6 At Blois, the king had grandiose plans for the extension
of the exidting chateau, including the addition of a long gallery at the edge of the lower garden
(fig. o, above), which would have rivaled the Grande Galerie of the Louvre in size. The proje&
separated by an aviaryin the

Chateau Neuf was modified for Henry

was later downscaled, and a shorter gallerywas

con$truCted

(fig.

o,

below) and conne&ed to

the old chateau through an intermediate wing
a

layout that replicated that of the Petite and

Grande Galeries of the Louwe.T

A preliminary analysis of archival sources
suggedts that the reason for this proliferation

of galleries is found in their functional
diversification. The reign of Henry IVmarked
the appearance of two new tfpes of galleries:

fig. 4 > lsradl

SibeJire, View

oftheJardin

de la Reine, Fontainebleag tTth cent.: a. Galerie de

Chevreuils, b. Galerie des CerJs, c. Galerie de la Reine, d. aviary.

the queen's gallery, which doubled that of
the king; and the public gallery, created for
public ceremonies, which paralleled the
traditional private gallery of the king without
sub$tituting it.
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Before analyzing some case Studies of these
diverse fun&ions, it willbe helpful to clari$,
the contextual use of the terms "private"

and "public," which, absent clearer terms,
archite&ural hiftorians apply to the early modern period. Neither term is to be under$tood
in its present-day sense. "Public" in this context
refers to Spaces whose accessibility was regulated by ceremonial

rule-that

is,

rooms courtiers

had the right to enter on the basis

ofran\

such as

the sa[Je (presence chamber), the antichambre

(antechamber), and the bedchamber of a
royal suite. Conversely, "private" rooms are
those whose access was regulated dire&ly by
the sovereign-that is, rooms that no one,
regardless of social ran\ could enter without
the sovereign's e4press invitation. The location
of

a

room is generally

a

marker of its belonging

to the private or the public realm,

as royal

apartments usuallyprogressed from the higheft
level of accessibility to the lowedt. For indtance,
Francis I's gallery and cabinet at Fontainebleau

(fig. z, G and C), which followed the king's
bedchamber (CB), were both private rooms.

Fig, 5 > lsrail Silve3lre, View of the Chateau Neuf of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, ryth cent., detail
a. and b. royal galleries.

To the contrary, the gallery built for Maria
de' Medici almo$t a century later in the same

residence was public

(fig. a, GR): it

was

separate from the queen's apartment and could
be accessed independently of it through the

vedtibule
that

a

(V).tt

should also be kept in mind

room's normal funCtion did not prevent

exceptional uses. On dpecial occasions, private
galleries could hold a crowd if the sovereign so

desired and, conversely, a gallerylike Maria de'
Medici's in Fontainebleau couldbe transformed

into a private room, accessible only from her
apartment, by locking the doors between the
dtaircase and the ve$tibule (fig. a, a).
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Fig,

6

* Anonymous, Firdt (above) and second (below)

proje& for the Chateau de Blois,

ca. 1592-1598.

As Serlio explained in his treatise, and as atte&ed by diplomats and chroniclers throughout the
sixteenth century, private galleries in France were mainly used as "rooms where to Stro11."8 Such
Strolls provided an alternative to the physical exercise ofhunting; an occasion to isolate oneself

,av_A *eLL7_7Zi

l::t:. ': . Fontdineblear, Didtribution ofthe ro1.al apartrncnts
lut Blicon,
Le chiteau de Fontainebleiru de FranEois I". i Henri IV :
les batiments et leurs lbnCtions, Paris: Picarcl, 99E):
uncier Francis I (Franqoist BorLdon and

S.

scl/e, CB. bedchamber, C. cabinet,

G. Galerie Franqois 1.,, GR. gcrde-ro&c.
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al, Diftribution of the royal apartments under Henry IV
(Sarn GaLletti): (in black the king's aplrtnrclltr h grey tht queen's)
S. salle r/es gardr:,.-, ,{ CH. cuttecltamber, CH. bedchambtr, Gl. Galerie Frangob 1",,
GR Galerle de /a R dne, \:. veltibtle, a. door giLirg access to the veltibule (\.).
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from courtiers, either alone or in the company of a few intimates; and a chance to "set one's
thoughts in motion together with their legs," as in Montaigne's famous expression.e
(fig. 9, GG) served these same fun&ions. Henry IVwould often
"to
retreat to the gallery
be on his own," to have a private conversation with an advisor, or to discuss
The Grande Galerie of the Louwe

politics with

a

foreign ambassador on

a

one-on-one basis rather than in front of the courtiers who

populated his bedchamber (CH) and the other public rooms of the royal apartment (S, ACH).to
Being invited for a private meeting with the king in his private gallery was a dpecial mark of honor,

for the sovereign to didplay his architeCtural and arti$tic endeavors. In the
case of Henry-who, similar to Montaigne, seems to have done mo{t of his political thinking and
talking while walking-a reception of this kind could also become an occasion for the di$lay of
l
ambassador
physical prowess.r This was the case for the reception of Pedro de Toledo, the
as

well

as an occasion

Qecial

III

of Philip
during

a

of Spain, who, according to the Mercure Franqois, walked with the king for five hours

private reception in the Grande Galerie in the summer of 16o8. Once released, the exhau$ted

diplomat is said to have rushed back to his apartment in the H6te1 de Gondi and to have taken a
long nap. Informed of this, Henry fV turned the episode into a publicly self-aggrandizing anecdote:
"This will teach the Spaniards about the dtrength of the king of France; if it is war that they want,

I

will be on my horse before they can even reach the dtirrup."l2

moftly
used by the king himsel{ records show that Henry occasionally shared it with other members of
the royal family. According toJean H6roard, physician of the future Louis XIII, the king allowed
the young prince to use the gallery as a hunting grounds and a football field on rainy days.l3 In
November 16o9, Camillo Guidi, a Florentine diplomat, reported that Qreen Maria de'Medici
had taken a long dtroll in the Grande Galerie a few hours before the birth of the couple's sixth
Dedpite the fa& that the Grande Galerie was accessed via the king's bedchamber and was

child, princess Henrietta Maria.la
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7i7" 2 > Louure,Di&ribution ofthe king's
apNtment, early tzth cent. (Sara Galletti):
S. salle des gardes,

ACH. antechamber,

CH. bedchamber, PG. Petite Galerie,
GG. Grande Galerie.
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According to architeCtural theory, the funCtion of the royal gallery did not change at the advent
ofthe seventeenth century. In the r6zos,Jacques GentilhAtre wrote in his treatise that "the gallery
is a room where one can take a walk while talking business with friends; " the same definition of a
gallery as a "room made for dtrolls" was given by Andr6 F6libien as late as r676.1s
However, primary sources reveal that Henry IV introduced the use of public galleries into
the court ceremonial, thus e$tablishing a precedent for the grandiose receptions later dtaged
by Louis XIV in the Galerie des Glaces. In t6o6, plans for the celebrations accompanying the
baptism of Louis XIII included a meal to be offered to the courtiers in the Petite Galerie of the
Louwe, next to the king's bedchamber (fig. l, PG).'u In May 16ro, during the ceremonies for
the funeral of Henry tV, the king's body was exposed for eight days in his bedchamber (CFI),
and the Petite Galerie was used both as a chapel (with altars placed again$t the side walls) and as
an exit for visitors, who, to avoid overcrowding were let in to the bedchamber from the salle des
gardes (S) and let out through a secondary Stairway adjoining the gallery.17 Of course, the baptism

of the heir to the throne and the funeral of the king are occasions solemn enough to judtift the
exceptional use of a private gaIIery for public ceremony. Yet diplomatic corre$pondence te$tifies

that the Petite Galerie was used for public ceremonies on a regular basis, not only on dpecial
occasions. In O&ober 16o7, for inftance, it was in the Petite Galerie that Henry IV gave public
audience to Luigi Bevilacqua, a Medicean envoy to the court of France.18
Louis

XIII continued the tradition eftablished

by his father. In Augu$t 16rz, when the Duke

of

Pa$trana was given an audience in the Petite Galerie, he entered the king's apartment from the
salle des gardes and walked through the antechamber and bedchamber, which were decorated

by

members of the court diQosed by rank in a crescendo that terminated in the gallery. The gallery
itself had been set up as a throne room, with Louis XIII and Maria de' Medici seated side-by-side
on an elevated platform at the far end of the room, looking out on the river Seine. Behind them,
the ladies of the court Stood on Stands shaped as "those of a theatre," while the pages of the king's
and queen's bedchambers dtood behind barriers placed along the sides of the room.le Along
with the members of the royal family, large numbers of courtiers attended such ceremonies, as
reported by Camillo Guidi in September 1618:
Monsieur deBonneuil [... ] ledmeto HisMaje$ty, whoml metmidwaydownthe galleryas
he was coming towards me [ ...] Th" audience was long and favorable [... ] and one might
say that the whole court and nobility was there.2o

The documentation concerning the decorative schemes of the Petite Galerie sugge{ts that, since

its conftruCtion, the room had been de{tined for public ceremonies of this kind. In December
16oo, Antoine de Laval, the king's geographer, provided Henry IVwith a proposal for the painted
decoration of the newly completed gallery, Des peintures convenables aux basiliques et palais
du roy, m\me d sa galerie du Louvre d Paris.2l Laval's idea was to turn the room into a dyma{tic
celebration of the French monarchyby decorating it with a series of portraits of kings, from the
legendary Pharamond up to Henry IV. A few years later, the concept was modified to include
royal couples indtead of lone kings, andJacob Bunel realized the program as a series of twentyeight portraits, from Henry IV and Maria de' Medici back to Louis XII and Anne de Bretagne.
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As noted byJacques Thuillier, Laval's proposal was profoundly innovative in that it broke with

the mythological and leisure-oriented decorations of earlier royal galleries, such as the Galerie
Frangois I", and the Gallery of Ulysses at Fontainebleau, to introduce one of the moSt successful
themes of the seventeenth century: the celebration of a king or a royal dynadty through the
representation of hi$torical, rather than allegorical, piCtures.22
Laval's text sugge&s that the novelty of the proposed program was dire&ly related to the novelty

of the room's fun&ion as a public gallery. In the introduCtion, the author emphasizes the need
to keep the room's future audiences in mind when choosing its decoration: "The painted

ornamentation needs to be appropriate to the room and the people who will frequent it the
modt."23 Later, he dpecifies the people to whom he is referring: "The princes [who] will see in this
decoration a Stimulus toward virtue [ ... ] and the nobility [ ... ], who will find in it the answers to
que$tions concerning the hi$tory of our kings."2a This dida&lc approach and the explicit mention
of members of the court indicate that the program was not conceived for

a

private gallery and the

solitary enjoyment of its owner.
As mentioned earlier in the case of Maria de' Medici's gallery at Fontainebleau, a public room
normally accessible to courtiers could temporarilybecome private with the turn of a key, if needed.
The Petite Galerie was no exception to this rule, according to the journal written by Cassiano dal
Pozzo, Cardinal Francesco Barberini's secretary during Barberini's mission in France as dpecial
legate in 1625. The Relqzione diaria records that on one occasion the cardinal was let into the

Louvre through

a

"secret entrance" in the Tuileries and was then led through the Grande Galerie

and the Petite Galerie before meeting the king in his bedchamber for an audience:
[Cardinal Barberini] went in a closed carriage followed only by two lackeys, and entered
by the secret door of the Louvre that is in the Tuileries, went up a &aircase [ ... ] walked
through a painted gallery covered by a rather low vaulted ceiling [ ... ] from there he walked
into other painted rooms looking over the royal gardens [ . . . ] and from those he entered the
Grande Galerie [ .. . ] where he was met by Monsieur de Bleinvilie [ ... ] They went paSt that
unfinished gallery [the Grande Galerie] into a large vaulted hall [the Petite Galerie] [... ]
on the walls ofwhich were portraits of the kings of France and of the queens their consorts.
In that room the cardinal legate was met by Cardinal Richelieu, Monsieur d'Aligre, the
count of Chomberg, and others [ . . . ] who then led him through a painted corridor into the
bedchamber of His Maje&y.2s

An audience in the king's bedchamber could not be a private one, as the room was freely
accessible to high ranking courtiers during the day. As a matter of fa&, Cassiano mentions
the loud chattering of courtiers in the room, a valet's attempts to contain it, and the cardinal's
surprise at the proverbial familiarity between the French king and his court, which foreigners
often misinterpreted as lack of redpe&.26 Nevertheless, the cardinal was given an audience in
the ruelle, the Sace between the king's bed and the wall, and Cassiano emphasizes that the
curtains were pulled down on the sides of the bed opening onto the room, thus indicating that
the meeting was not meant to be broadly publicized (which explains why the cardinal had been
let in through the galleries inftead of parading before the crowds that populated the l<tng's salle
and antechamber).27 On the occasion, the Petite Galerie served one of the traditional roles of
private galleries: to offer a discreet way in or out of

a

sovereign's apartment.
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The Petite Galerie combined the typical location of a sixteenth-century private royal gallery
behind the king's bedchamber with the new, public purposes for which Henry IV intended it.
This combination implied a change in the nature of the bedchamber itselt which thus lo{t its
long-eftablished role as a threshold between the public realm (the bedchamber and the rooms
that preceded it) and the private (the rooms that followed it). With its public sequence of salle
des gardes-antechamber-bedchamber-Petite Galerie, Henry W's apartment in the Louvre
con$titutes

a

significant precedent to the grand appartement of Louis XIV at Versailles.
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Along with the public gallery, the second novelty that Henry IV introduced in the layout of royal
apartments was the queen's gallery. Around 1600, new galleries adjoining the queen's apartment
were added to both the Chateau Neuf of Saint-Germain-en-Laye (fig. s) and to Fontainebleau

(rig. s, cn).
Sixteenth-centuryroyal residences did not feature queens' galleries, not even after the publication
of Henry III's

1585

ceremonial, which recommended the introduCtion of a gallery for the queen

mother.28 Qreens did have galleries in their private residences, as did Catherine de' Medici in
her Parisian h6tel (later the H6tel de Soissons), but within the royal domain the la$t residence to

feature double galleries for the king and the queen was Charles V's H6tel Saint-Pol.2e

The origins of the queen's galleries at Fontainebleau and Saint-Germain are far from clear.
Henry IV seems to have broken a longJa$ting association between galleries and male privilege
without otherwise implementing major changes to court ceremonial. Nor does the novelty seem
to derive from Maria de'Medici's Florentine descent, as women's galleries were not a common
feature in Italy either. Perhaps the emergence of the queen's galleryis attributable to the growing
importance of the queen's ftatus, which was one ofthe notable adpe&s of Henry III's ceremonial,
as Monique Chatenet has shown.3o Or perhaps providing the queen with a gallerywas a way to
diversifi, the uses of exidting galleries, as the case of Fontainebleau seems to sugge$t.
The queen's gallery in Fontainebleau was a public room that could be accessed independently

from the queen's apartment. A number of sources indicate that it was used for public ceremonies
such as audiences, receptions, and public meals. The memoir of Cassiano dalPozzo indicates
that the gallerywas moftly open to courtiers during the day, similar to the Galerie des Glaces at
Versailles. Cardinal Barberini often used it to leave the residence from his apartment, which was
adjacent to the queen's in the northea$t wing of the Cour du Donjon.3l Cassiano also reports an
in$tance of two Spanish ambassadors being led through the queen's gallery to meet with the king
in his apartment. The diplomats, who Stayed in a pavilion overlooking the Conciergerie (north
of the Cour du Donjon), walked through the gallery and accessed Louis XIII's apartment from
the outdoor corridor of the Cour du Donjon (Fig. ro, pl.XIV p. LXV).32
Other records show that the same gallery was occasionally closed to visitors and reserved for the
private use of both the queen and the king. On zrJ:uly 16o8, Henry IV gave Pedro de Toledo a
private audience in Maria de' Medici's gallery. This audience followed the public audience the
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ambassador had been given the previous day in the king's apartment. On the occasion, Florentine

diplomat Camillo Guidi recorded that "the queen's galleryhere in Fontainebleau is conveniently
located since both the queen and the king can access it from their private rooms."33
Thus, Henry and Maria seem to have shared a gallery in Fontainebleau, at lea$t occasionally,

they also did in the Louwe. This is not sulprising in itself,

as

as

Francis I and Eleanor ofAudtria did

the same with the gallery at Villers Cotter6ts.34 Yet at Fontainebleau the king had the Galerie
FranEois I". at his diSosal, and it is therefore unclear why it would have been important for him
to have access to the queen's gallery via his private rooms. Henry IV might simply have enjoyed
the use of two galleries indtead of one. On the other hand, the need might have originated in the
changes he had made to the diftribution of his own apartment. The account of the firft public
reception given to Pedro de Toledo in the king's apartment on zo July 16o8 indicates that the
king's bedchamber had changed location since the time of Charles IX. The Spaniard and his train
walked through

a

suite of six rooms populated by members of the court di(posed by rank (Fig. rr,

t to 6) before meeting the king in a seventh room, where he sat on the throne surrounded by the
princes of the blood (7).3s This extraordinarily long sequence went beyond the limits of the king's
apartment to include the Salle Ovalle (f) and to overflow into the antechamber of the queen's

Fig. -', >Fontainebleau, Receptionof PedrodeToledoonzoJuly16o8 (SaraGaLletti):4."king'scabinet," 5."king's
bedchamber," 6. Salle Ovale.
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apartment (Z).
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was certainly an attempt at making an impression on the Spaniards, famous

for their pompous ways and notoriously disappointed by the familiqritd of French kings. The
text identifies the king's bedchamber with the fifth room of the sequence (5), preceded by the
king's cabinet (a), thus suggedting that two important changes had taken place since the time of
Charles IX: the bedchamber had been moved two rooms farther into what had previously been
one of Charles's IX cabinets (fig. rz), and Henry's cabinet preceded his bedchamber in{tead of
following it. These changes seem to have been indpired by Henry III's 1585 ceremonial, which
proposed the multiplication of rooms preceding the bedchamber, and it cannot be ruled out that
they were introduced by Henry IiI himselfl as BertrandJe$taz suggefts.36 The new layout of the
king's apartment in Fontainebleau lent itself to pompous receptions and ceremonies, but it also
deprived the sovereign of his private access to the Galerie Frangois I".. His predecessors could
enter the gallery dire&ly from their bedchamber, but Henry IV had to walk through a cabinet and
an antechamber crowdedwith courtiers to get there. This loss ofprivacy-and of awayto exit and
enter his apartment unnoticed-might have led to a need to access the queen's gallery through the
private rooms ofboth royal apartments.
The coexiftence of private and public galleries
was later replicated in the Luxembourg Palace

(fig. r3), where the

queen's gallery (CUt),

decorated with Rubens's Life oJ Maria de'
Medici (6zz-t625), was a private room, and
the symmetrical gallery (GH) dedtlned to ho$t

its pendant, the LiJe of Henry
unfinished), was

eFaLLeREgg

a
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public

M

(1628-163o,

one.37
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Histories of galleries often overlook their
relationship to security. Aside from being
"passageways where one sojourns," to use
Andr6 Chadtel's famous expression, venues
for public ceremonies, and showrooms for
the diSlay of artworks, mo$t sixteenth and
seventeenth-century galleries also provided
their owners with a discreet way to enter and
leave their apartments.

-1::', :: . F ontqirrcblecu, Dijtribution of thc apartment of Charles IX
(Frdn;oise Boudon and J ertr' Blicon, Le ch:iteau de Fontailebleau
de Franqois I", i Henri lV: les bitinents et leurs fbn&iols, Pall.s:
Picard, ry98): S. salle de.s gardes, CH. bedthamber, GF. Gderie
Frangois It,, C. cabinil.

No matter how sophifticated some of these
rooms were, arti$tically dpeaking their fu n&ion
as escape-ways was a crucial one in a "time of
regicides."38 Among the many escape-ways
of the early modern period was the Gallery of
Maps (Fig. r4, pl. XIV, p. LX\{I), the lavishly
decorated annex to the Vatican Palace that
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Fig. z3 > LuxembourgPalace, Di$tribution ofroyal apartments (Sara GaLletti): S. saile
CH. bedchamber, C. cabinet, GM. Galerie Marie de Midicis, GH. Galerie Henry IV.

des gardes,

ACH. antechamber,

conne&ed it to the Belvedere villa, conveniently located near the city walls (Fig. r5). Another
contemporary example was the Uffizi Gallery, which linked the Palazzo della Signoria to the Pitti
Palace through Vasari's Corridor (Fig. ro, pL

Xry

p. LXVI). The gallery-corridor conne&ion

provided the Grand Dukes of Tuscanywith an escape-way from the heart ofthe cityto its outskirts,
again close to the defensive walls.

Henry IV had no less reason to fear for his life than the pope or the Medici: the assassination of
his predecessor and the two attempts on his own life, in 1593 and 494, had made that clear. At
lea$t some of the many galleries he built muSt have thus been conceived as safety devices. This
hypothesis is confirmed byHenri Sauval in his description of the Grande Galerie of the Louwe,
which crossed over the city walls into the city's faubourgs (Fig. ry)r "The gallery was built for
Henry IV along the river and all the way to the Tuileries Palace, which at the time was part of the
Faubourg Saint-Honor6. This was done in order for the king to be able to enter or exit the city
whenever he wished to do so, so that he would notbe aprisoner inside the same walls where the
honor and the life of his predecessor had been put at risk by the frenzy of an angry mob."3e
The hi$tory of French royal galleries developed in a nonlinear fashion. The pulposes that royal

galleries served underwent a change in fun&ion-from private to public-from the time of
Francis I to that of Louis XfV, but the documentation colle&ed here also shows that this change
was not a general shift from one purpose to the other. The introdu&ion of public galleries at the

time of Henry IV did not imply the disappearance of private onesl rather, public and private
galleries coexi$ted for awhile as separate, parallel dpaces used on different occasions for different
purposes. This differentiation led to the proliferation of newroyal galleries around the beginning

"l
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Fig. -5 , Antonio Tempe*a,
View of Rome, rsgs, defail
showing the Vatican.

lig. 'r; > Mathieu
Map of Paris,

Merian,

1615,

detail showing

the Louvre and the Tuileries.

of the seventeenth century. The case of Fontainebleau indicates that this phenomenon,
combined with a new, higher Status for the queen, might also explain the introdu&ion of
queen's galleries-a point that further research will need to explore. Similarly, further Study
of the fir5t Bourbons' court ceremonial is necessary for a full under$tanding of whether and
how the introdu&ion of public galleries affedted the traditional fun&ion and location of the
royal bedchamber,

as suggedted

by the ambiguous case of the Petite Galerie of the Louvre.
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